Rotational radiotherapy of breast cancer with polyenergetic kilovoltage X-ray beams: An experimental and Monte Carlo phantom study.
We investigated the feasibility of kilovoltage rotational radiotherapy for breast cancer (kV-EBRT) via Monte Carlo simulations and measurements on phantoms. We derived the dose distributions for X-ray beams at 150 kV, 300 kVp and 320 kV irradiating breast cylindrical phantoms of 14 cm diameter, mimicking the pendant breast. Simulations were based on the Geant4 toolkit. The point-like X-ray source was rotated either over a full circle or on a limited arc around the phantom. We studied the influence on the surface dose of the distance between the tumor lesion to the skin, of the irradiation protocol (full scan or partial scan) and of the X-ray tube current modulation. Rotational kV-EBRT permitted a periphery-to-center dose ratio from 13% to 9% in homogeneous breast phantoms. Dose distributions in phantoms with off-center simulated lesions, showed a skin-to-tumor dose ratio of 16% and 34% for lesions at 3.25 and 5.25 cm from cylinder axis, respectively. Simulation of the X-ray tube current modulation during the rotation, permits to reach a dose ratio of 20% for the lesion located at 5.25 cm from phantom axis. We showed the possibility of using low-energy X-ray spectra for kV-EBRT with collimated beams, for obtaining a periphery-to-center dose ratio in the same order of conventional accelerator based megavoltage radiotherapy, when the irradiated area is localized in the center of the breast. For tumors localized near the breast border, we showed that the tube current modulation can be a good solution in order to reduce the skin-to-tumor dose ratio.